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Abstract

This paper presents the Bering Lab’s submis-
sion to the shared tasks of the 8th Workshop
on Asian Translation (WAT 2021) on JPC2
and NICT–SAP. We participated in all tasks
on JPC2 and IT domain tasks on NICT–SAP.
Our approach for all tasks mainly focused
on building NMT systems in domain-specific
corpora. We crawled patent document pairs
for English–Japanese, Chinese–Japanese, and
Korean–Japanese. After cleaning noisy data,
we built parallel corpus by aligning those
sentences with the sentence-level similarity
scores. Also, for SAP test data, we collected
the OPUS dataset including three IT domain
corpora. We then trained transformer on the
collected dataset. Our submission ranked 1st

in eight out of fourteen tasks, achieving up to
an improvement of 2.87 for JPC2 and 8.79 for
NICT–SAP in BLEU score .

1 Introduction

The WAT 2021 Shared Task (Nakazawa et al.,
2021) 1 focuses a comprehensive set of machine
translations on Asian languages. They gather
and share the resources and knowledge about
Asian language translation through a variety of
tasks on the broad topics such as document-
level translation, multi-modal translation, and do-
main adaptation. Among those tasks, we par-
ticipated on two tasks: (1) JPO Patent Cor-
pus (JPC2), a translation task on patent cor-
pus of Japanese ↔ English/Korean/Chinese, and
(2) NICT-SAP IT domain, a translation task on
software documentation corpus of English ↔
Hindi/Indonesian/Malaysian/Thai.

According to the Table 1, both two corpora
mostly consist of technical terms. Specifically, jar-
gon such as “acrylic acid” from JPC2 is not com-

1https://lotus.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/WAT/
WAT2021/index.html

JPC2
JP その中でも、アクリル酸を好適に使

用することができる。
EN Among them, an acrylic acid can be prefer-

ably used.
NICT-SAP IT domain

ID Spesifikasi Antarmuka Pemindaian Virus
(NW-VSI)

EN Virus Scan Interface (NW-VSI) Specifica-
tion

Table 1: Sample sentences of JPC2 and NICT-SAP.

monly used in everyday life. Similarly, terminol-
ogy “Virus Scan Interface” from NICT-SAP cannot
be easily found on the general corpus. Therefore,
we focused on domain adaptation for both tasks.

Our approach begins with collecting rich and
clean sentence pairs from web and public dataset.
For JPC2, we crawled the patent documents from
web for each language pairs then built parallel cor-
pus by pairing each sentence with the similarity
scores between source and target sentence repre-
sentation vectors. For NICT-SAP IT domain, we
collected public dataset, OPUS (Tiedemann, 2012),
and weighted the IT corpus among those corpus
while training. In addition to the rich and clean
additional corpus, we chose transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017), broadly recognized as a strong ma-
chine translation system.

Our method obtained the new state-of-the-art
results on four out of six JPC2 tasks, especially
amounting to 2.87 absolute improvement on BLEU
scores for Japanese to Korean translation. To vali-
date the effect of the additional data, we conducted
the ablation study on Korean → Japanese data. Fur-
thermore, our models ranked first place on four out
of eight NICT-SAP IT domain tasks, achieving
8.79 improvement for Indonesian to English.

https://lotus.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/WAT/WAT2021/index.html
https://lotus.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/WAT/WAT2021/index.html
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Data # Sen Avg. Len
TrainJP−EN 1,000,000 44.85
DevJP−EN 2,000 53.17
TestJP−EN 5,668 58.63
TrainJP−KO 1,000,000 52.27
DevJP−KO 2,000 83.56
TestJP−KO 5,230 82.67
TrainJP−ZH 1,000,000 53.47
DevJP−ZH 2,000 63.14
TestJP−ZH 5,204 62.37

(a) Statistics of JPC2. “Avg. Len” represents the average of
the number of characters per Japanese sentence.

Data # Sen Avg. Len
DevEN−HI 2,016 10.25
TestEN−HI 2,073 8.74
DevEN−ID 2,023 10.46
TestEN−ID 2,037 8.92
DevEN−MS 2,050 13.00
TestEN−MS 2,050 13.05
DevEN−TH 2,049 12.57
TestEN−TH 2,050 12.40

(b) Statistics of NICT-SAP (IT domain). “Avg. Len” repre-
sents the average of the number of words per English sentence.

Table 2: Data statistics.

2 Task Description

We participate JPO Patent Corpus (JPC2) and
SAP’s IT translation tasks.

2.1 Parallel Corpus

JPO Patent Corpus JPC2 consists of Chinese-
Japanese, Korean-Japanese, and English-Japanese
patent description parallel corpus (Nakazawa et al.,
2021). Each corpus consists of 1M parallel sen-
tences with four sections (chemistry, electricity,
mechanical engineering, and physics).

SAP’s IT Corpus SAP software documentation
corpus (Buschbeck and Exel, 2020) is designed to
test the performance of multilingual NMT systems
in extremely low-resource conditions (Nakazawa
et al., 2021). The dataset consists of Hindi(Hi)
/ Thai(Th) / Malay(Ms) / Indonesian(Id) ↔ En-
glish software documentation parallel corpus. The
number of parallel sentences of each corpus is de-
scribed in Table 2.

Language # Sen Avg. Len
JP – EN 21,254,269 215.31
JP – KO 13,916,372 110.29
JP – ZH 13,881,444 144.44

Table 3: Statistics of additional parallel sentences.
“Avg. Len” represents the average of the number of
characters per Japanese sentence.

2.2 Evaluation metric
The official evaluation metrics are BLEU (Papineni
et al., 2002), RIBES (Isozaki et al., 2010), and
AMFM (Banchs et al., 2015).

3 System Overview

In this section we introduce our approach for two
tasks.

3.1 Data crawling and preprocessing
For JPC2 tasks, we trained the models on com-
bination of the given train dataset (Table 2) and
web-crawled dataset (Table 3). For NICT-SAP
tasks, we trained the models on OPUS dataset with
IT domain corpus weighted (Table 4). For both
tasks, the models were evaluated on the given test
dataset (Table 2).

Patent crawling data Additional data for JPC2
was obtained from WIPO 2 through website crawl-
ing. The JPC2 data (including the evaluation data)
consists only of description section in each doc-
ument. Since our approach is to collect the data
which is very close to the task domain, we filtered
out all sections but the description section to avoid
the redundant noise while training the model.

To pair each sentence, we first split the whole de-
scription into sentences and encoded each sentence
to a representation vector. As a sentence encoder,
we used LASER 3 for Ko–Ja and Universal Sen-
tence Encoder 4 (Cer et al., 2018) for the other
pairs. We then measured the cosine similarity be-
tween each sentence pair and filtered out the pairs
whose score was under threshold.

OPUS data (Tiedemann, 2012) Since the NICT-
SAP IT domain translation task does not pro-
vide the train dataset, we collected it from pub-
lic dataset including GNOME, KDE4, Ubuntu,

2https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/
en/search.jsf

3https://github.com/facebookresearch/
LASER

4https://tfhub.dev/google/
universal-sentence-encoder/3

https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/search.jsf
https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/search.jsf
https://github.com/facebookresearch/LASER
https://github.com/facebookresearch/LASER
https://tfhub.dev/google/universal-sentence-encoder/3
https://tfhub.dev/google/universal-sentence-encoder/3
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En–X GNOME KDE4 Ubuntu ELRC TANZIL Opensubtitles tico-19 QED Tatoeba
HI 145,706 97,227 11,309 245 187,080 93,016 3,071 11,314 10,900
ID 47,234 14,782 96,456 2,679 . 9,268,181 3,071 274,581 9,967
MS 299,601 87,122 120,016 1,697 . 1,928,345 3,071 79,697 .
TH 78 70,634 3,785 . . 3,281,533 . 264,677 1,162

Table 4: Statistics of additional parallel sentences.

Tateoba, Tanzil, QED (Abdelali et al., 2014), tico-
19, OpenSubtitles, ELRC. We downloaded all the
dataset from OPUS site. Table 4 shows the statis-
tics of the data obtained from the site.

3.2 Model configuration

For the NMT system, we used OpenNMT-py
(Klein et al., 2017) 5 to train Transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017) architecture models with several dif-
ferent parameter configurations for each task. Our
models have 6 encoder layers, 6 decoder layers, a
sequence length of 512 for both source and target
side, 8 attention heads with an attention dropout
of 0.1. Each model was trained on Nvidia RTX
3090 Ti (24GB). We used an effective batch size
of 2048 tokens. We chose Adam (Kingma and Ba,
2014) optimizer with a learning rate of 1, warm-up
steps 8000, label smoothing 0.1 and token-level
layer normalization. We set the data type to the
floating point 32 and applied relative positional
encoding (Shaw et al., 2018) to consider the pair-
wise relationships between the input elements. We
changed the hidden layer size from 512 to 2048
and the feed forward networks from 2048 to 4096
for finding the model to perform best. We saved
the checkpoint every 20,000 steps and choose the
model which performed best on the validation set.

We used google sentencepiece library 6 to train
separate SentencePiece models (Kudo and Richard-
son, 2018) on the source and target sides, for
each language. We trained a regularized unigram
model (Kudo, 2018). For JPC2, we set a vocabu-
lary size of 32,000 for Japanese and Chinese and
16,000 for Korean and English. We set a character
coverage to 0.995. For NICT-SAP, we set a vo-
cabulary size of 8,000 for English and Malaysian
and 16,000 for Hindi, Indonesian and Thai. We
set a character coverage to 0.995. While training
sentence piece models, we used only given train
dataset and only IT domain (Ubuntu, GNOME,

5https://github.com/OpenNMT/OpenNMT-py
6https://github.com/google/

sentencepiece

Sub-task Tokenizer BLEU Rank
En → Ja mecab 47.44 3 of 15
Ja → En moses 45.13 1 of 10
Ko → Ja mecab 75.82 1 of 15
Ja → Ko mecab 76.68 1 of 10
Zh → Ja mecab 51.28 2 of 11
Ja → Zh kytea 42.92 1 of 10

Table 5: Official rank and BLEU scores for JPC2 tasks
on Test-n dataset.

Sub-task BLEU AMFM Rank
En → Hi 37.23 0.81 1 of 9
Hi → En 34.48 0.80 4 of 9
En → Id 53.22 0.85 1 of 9
Id → En 53.49 0.85 1 of 9
En → Ms 45.96 0.86 1 of 9
Ms → En 38.42 0.81 2 of 9
En → Th 34.52 0.70 5 of 9
Th → En 25.07 0.73 2 of 9

Table 6: Rank and BLEU/AMFM scores for NICT-
SAP IT tasks on leader-board. The rank is scored by
BLEU score.

KDE4) for JPC2 and NICT-SAP, respectively.

4 Result

We participated in JPC2 and NICT-SAP (IT
domain) tasks. JPC2 consists of English–
Japanese (En–Ja), Chinese–Japanese (Zh–Ja) and
Korean–Japanese (Ko–Ja). NICT-SAP consists
of English–Hindi (En–Hi), English–Indonesian
(En–Id), English–Malaysian (En–Ms) and English–
Thai (En–Th).

4.1 JPC2 patent translation task

Table 5 shows overall results on JPC2 dataset. Our
models ranked first in all the tasks whose input is
Japanese. Across overall process, we weighted the
given dataset to the crawled dataset by oversam-
pling.
English – Japanese We collected the additional

https://github.com/OpenNMT/OpenNMT-py
https://github.com/google/sentencepiece
https://github.com/google/sentencepiece
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Subtask # Sen Avg. Len w wo
Test-n 5,230 82.67 76.68 74.60
Test-n1 2,000 85.60 75.90 75.11
Test-n2 3,000 80.32 78.13 74.86
Test-n3 230 87.8 64.47 66.25

Table 7: Ablation studies for JPC2 Ja → Ko sub-
task.“w” and “wo” represents the BLEU score of the
model trained with and without the additional dataset,
repectively. “Avg. Len” represents the average of the
number of characters per Japanese sentence.

data 20 times more than the given training dataset.
We noticed that the average of the sentence length
in the collected dataset is much longer than the
given dataset. This represents that the collected
dataset is quite different from original data. There-
fore, we weighted the given train dataset five times
for Ja → En and two times for En → Ja task.

In the inference time, we used the seven inde-
pendent models ensemble for Ja → En and the six
independent models for En → Ja task. We selected
each model’s checkpoint which performed best in
the validation data. We set the beam size to 7. The
model ensemble method led to a performance im-
provement by 1.25 and 0.85 of the BLEU score
for Ja → En and En → Ja, respectively. The best
performance of our model was a BLEU score of
47.44 in the En → Ja and 45.13 in the Ja → En
task.
Korean – Japanese Our collected data 13 times
more than the given one. Similar to En ↔ Ja, we
weighted the original dataset three times for both Ja
→ Ko and Ko → Ja. In the inference time, we used
the five independent models ensemble for both Ja
→ Ko and for Ko → Ja. We set the beam size to 7.
The best performance of our model was a BLEU
score of 75.82 for the Ko → Ja task and 76.68 for
the Ja → Ko task.

To validate the effect of additional data, we con-
ducted an ablation studies on the Ja → Ko task.
Table 7 shows the sub-tasks in the JPC2 dataset.
Each test data in JPC2 can be split according to
the publish year and the way they were collected.
Test-n1 consists of the patent documents published
between 2011 and 2013. Test-n2 and test-n3 con-
sist of patent documents between 2016 and 2017,
but test-n3 are manually created by translating
source sentences. While the model trained with ad-
ditional data outperforms the other model in test-n1
and test-n2, it shows poor performance on test-n3

which consists of manual translations.
Chinese – Japanese Similar to En ↔ Ja and Ko
↔ Ja, we weighted the original dataset two times
for both Ja → Zh and three times for Zh → Ja. In
the inference time, we used the five independent
models ensemble for Ja → Zh and seven models
for Zh → Ja. We set the beam size to 7. The best
performance of our model was a BLEU score of
51.28 in the Zh → Ja dataset and 42.92 in the Ja
→ Zh dataset.

4.2 NICT-SAP IT domain translation task
Table 6 shows the overall results on NICT-SAP IT
domain. While we trained transformer on OPUS
dataset from scratch, most of the high-ranked mod-
els used the pre-trained mBART (Chipman et al.,
2021) and finetuned it. Therefore, others got bene-
fit from the multilingualism and gigantic additional
corpus. Even though we used relatively small data,
we achieved the state-of-the-art scores on the four
out of eight tasks.

For all language pairs, we weighted IT dataset
(Ubuntu, GNOME, KDE4) 2.5 times to the general
one. We saved the checkpoint at every 20000 step,
then submitted the models which showed the best
performance for validation set. Except for Thai,
our models ranked first on the sub-tasks whose
input is English. Furthermore, our models out-
performed competitors on En ↔ Id, achieving an
improvement of 7.83 for En → Id and 8.79 for Id
→ En dataset. We used relatively rich amount of
dataset in this subtask. In contrast, on the En ↔
Th sub-task, our model performed relatively poor
since we used small amount of data to train it.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we described the Bering Lab’s sub-
mission to the WAT 2021 shared tasks. We col-
lected the in-domain dataset for both JPC2 and
NICT–SAP tasks and built transformer-based MT
systems on those corpora. which were trained on
given train dataset and additional crawled patent
data. Our models ranked first place in eight out of
fourteen tasks, amounting a high improvements for
both tasks.
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